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Abstract

Groups of people who feel sanctioned by God or some equivalent perceived Deity to kill other groups of people who are considered external to the group sometimes constitute armies that eliminate others because they are different. Multiple regression was employed to discern which items from the Personal Philosophy Inventory administered to over 1,200 first year university students over 11 years predicted an affirmative response to the item “If God told me to kill I would do it in His name”. About 7% of the population answered “yes” to this item. Affirmative responders also stated that: they were “special agents of God”, people should be guided to ensure spiritual development and they went to church weekly. They also believed a sign would be given when a tough decision was to be made. Individuals who stated they would kill in God’s name endorsed more traditional religious beliefs than exotic beliefs. The consistency of the pattern over time for this population of normal young people living in an identified democratic country suggested a potential trait (that if applied over large populations) might produce theme-congruent behaviors. Knowing the characteristics of individuals who respond in this manner might facilitate the development of strategies to reduce the dangerous applications of these beliefs and their recruitment by extremists groups.
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Introduction

Intergroup human conflicts often result in mutual group homicides that are justified by the unifying belief exhibited by each group. Lorenz [1] considered the dark side of culture to be the conceptualization of individuals external to the group as being less than human. This belief facilitates the justification for the other group to be subjugated, enslaved, or killed [2]. Historically and cross-culturally the ultimate source of the specialness of a specific group or culture is attributed to a superhuman entity to whom the culture is allegedly accountable and who in turn ensures that individuals within that culture, assuming he or she follows the prescription of behaviors, acquire the maximum maintenance of individual identity: immortality. Most countries still contain constitutional guarantees that the belief in a god that defines a group can neither be challenged nor removed. Through implicit verbal chains such embedded endorsement validates the religious premise and its extrapolations.

If elimination of other groups of people who are different or who are not within the definition of the reference group is coupled with the confirmed accessibility to a person’s immortality then the potency of this belief becomes potentially lethal [3]. Given the egocentric nature of human experience and the structural organization of the human brain [4-6], the prospect for immortality and some degree of post-demejia continuance of the self might be considered a primal motivation to execute the most extreme minutia of the belief. One would expect if this propensity were a trait or trait-like it should display a normal distribution in any given population with a persistent proportion of occurrence.

Identifying the properties of people who are likely to endorse extreme behaviors, such as killing others if they believe the Deity might condone it, may allow development of strategies to prevent or retard the behavior. Here results are presented that suggest a larger than expected proportion of apparently normal young people in an allegedly democratic and cultural pluralistic country stated they would kill other people if their God told them to kill. The additional items endorsed by these men and women indicate an aggregate of responses that might be useful in inferring who might be prone to recruitment by extreme religious groups.

Methods and Materials

The yes, no (0,1) responses to the 140 item personal philosophy inventory (PPI) constructed by Persinger and Makarec [7] were obtained from a total of 1,208 university students who were enrolled in a first year Introduction to Psychology course from the years 1982 through 1992 (11 years). The inventory was administered the first day of the fall semester class at the end of a two hour lecture. Most of the items were designed to discern experiences associated with complex partial epileptic-like experiences as well as intrinsic beliefs. The construct validity of the items as well as test-retest reliability of clusters of items has been reported elsewhere [8]. Most (90%) of the students were between 18 and 19 years of age and single; 42% of the students were male. Approximately 75% of the students endorsed a Christian religion (Roman Catholic or various forms of Protestantism) as their primarily affiliation.
The data had been loaded into electronic data files. Multiple regressions were completed with item 136 "If God told me to kill I would do it in His name" as the dependent variable. All of the other variables were included in the independent variable list. In order to minimize trivial effects the maximum numbers of steps allowed for the regression was set=5. Additional analyses of variance, polynomial trends, and mixed design (within and between subject variables) were completed by PC SPSS16 (Statistical Package for Social Scientists).

Results

The (first five) variables that entered the multiple regression analysis that predicted the answers by individuals to other items who responded "yes" vs "no" to the Item 136: "If God told me to kill I would do it in His name" were intrinsically consistent as an aggregate even when subsets of the population were analyzed separately. Their identification as well as the partial slopes (B) and standard errors are indicated in parentheses. All t-statistics for these variables were t>3.50 and statistically significant (p<0.001). The variables that entered as indicated by their step sequence were Item 129 (10.011, 0.025) "I am a special agent of God", Item 128 (0.059, 0.015) "Most people should be guided to ensure their spiritual development", Item 50 (0.057, 0.017) "I go to church at least once a week most months", item 40 (0.068, 0.020) "When I have a tough decision to make a sign will be given and I will know what to do" and Item 16 (-0.141, 0.041) "Once in a while I put off until tomorrow what I should do today". The latter was a negative slope. The constant was 0.146.

The percentage of 1,208 respondents who indicated affirmative responses to each item were: Item 136: 7%, Item 129: 10%, Item 128: 41%, Item 50: 28%, Item 40: 16% and Item 16: 97%. The multiple r value was 0.29 [F(5,1203)=22.74, p<0.001]; the standard error of the estimate was 0.245. Approximately 8% of the variance (adjusted r²) in the response profile to item 136 was accommodated by the combination of these 5 variables. Post hoc addition of other variables by increasing the number of steps up to 10 did not appreciably alter the magnitude of the association.

To discern if there had been a shift in responding over the 11 years (1982-1992) of the data collection, polynomial analyses were completed for each of the six variables (the dependent and the 5 independent items) as a function of decade. There was no statistically significant change in the proportion of yes responses to Item 136 (F=1.43), Item 129 (F=0.72) or Item 40 (F=0.44) as a function of year. However there was a statistically significant linear diminishment of affirmative responses over time for item 50 (F=21.79) from 35%-18%.

To discern if traditional items that constitute beliefs differentiated the populations who responded "yes" or "no" to the key item, a three-way analysis of variance with one within level (two types of belief clusters) and two between levels (no, yes to item 136) and gender was completed by PC SPSS16 (Statistical Package for Social Scientists).

Discussion

A person's response to a questionnaire does not completely accommodate the realistic contexts associated with social pressure and cultural conditioning. They determine a substantial proportion of beliefs and attitudes. However profiles from questionnaire studies obtained from relatively large populations can be considered a marker or indicator of the characteristics of the population within specific conditions. In the present population of young first year university students, primarily Roman Catholic, from an identified democratic country about 7% stated they would kill in God's name if he told them to do so. Even if only 1 in 10 of those students who answered affirmatively would translate this response to an actual behavior, the absolute size of that group within a population of 100 million people would about 700,000. These are sufficient numbers for the foundation of a formidable army of individuals who could engage in extreme behaviors.

If the results obtained in this study can be generalized to other cultural groups people who say they would kill if a god told them are more likely to endorse items that: 1) they are special agents of god, 2) people should be guided to ensure their spiritual development, 3) they...
depend upon intuition for difficult decisions, 4) they attend church or the equivalent weekly and, and 5) they are enthusiastic in their executions of tasks, i.e. they do not procrastinate. The absence of abnormal behaviors and eccentric classic personality differences from the reference population, as indicated by the absence of statistically significant differences for the primary 16 factors of personality and even the psychiatric-based inventory (MMPI), is expected. Extreme beliefs are not necessarily indicators of abnormal behaviors or psychiatric anomalies. The only minor difference was for two scales by which depression and “ruminative” anxiety are inferred. People who endorsed the killing of others in God's name exhibited a combination of mildly diminished ruminative anxiety and more than typical depression. This is not a frequent combination.

The percentage of people in this transition from high school to university that endorsed the question “If God told me to kill, I would do it in His Name” did not change over the years of measurement. For the questionnaire method of behavioral inferences this consistency over time usually suggests a relatively stable trait that is not affected by social nuances or change. It is not clear if the people who responded affirmatively to this item would change as they aged. What is clear is that the proportion of young people (primarily between the ages of 18 and 20 years and primarily men) who stated they would kill others in God's name remained relatively constant. This is a peak recruiting age for most condoned and non-condoned armies in many cultures.

The significance of beliefs in mediating or mitigating behavior can be considered a fundamental principle of sociological phenomena. Persinger and Makarec [9] showed that when exotic and traditional beliefs were employed as within subject factors in a between factor design that involved groups of people who reported they had or had not had a religious experience and who either did or did not attend church weekly, the proportions of average beliefs were comparable. The revealing feature was the interaction between type of belief and the church attendance-related behaviors. Those that endorsed more proportions of traditional beliefs endorsed fewer exotic beliefs and vice versa. One interpretation is that people believe in a more or less a persistent manner and if the endorsement of one type of belief is elevated the adherence to other types of beliefs is diminished.

Studying groups of people with items such as those discussed in this analysis may reveal the factors that influence life-changing decisions such as joining organizations that allow the belief to be manifested. One of the most compelling results of my studies in this domain over the last four decades has been the realization that university education allows the person to acquire technical expertise. It rarely changes the core or structural belief configuration of the person. This would suggest that the person after university training has more potential technology to be applied in the support and execution of beliefs.

The prevalent social climate of censorship of individuals who challenge religious belief systems may be indirectly facilitating a future condition whereby belief-condoned behaviors can never be challenged because the act would be considered offensive and even non-constitutional to the local culture. There are event prohibitive boundaries appearing within the classrooms of universities and colleges. Professors who employ critical thinking and discuss the full range of possibilities and veridicalities are removed from the classroom or dismissed from the institution. The pretense is to avoid offending the delicate nature of consumers which is the contemporary administrative business label for students in the transition of sales-based education.

Concomitant biases of interpretation have been shown experimentally. Persinger [10] extracted pairs of quotes that involved god-condoned killing of others from religious books that included: The Bible, The Koran, The Book of Mormon, The Tibetan Book of the Dead, and The Egyptian Book of the Dead. Half of the numbers of the subject population was told the quotes were from psychiatric patients. The responsibility of the subjects was to rank which patients were most dangerous with respect to being released or not released from care. The other half of the student population was given the same task and same quotes but the source of the quotes were identified. The group who did not know the source of the quotes ranked the statements (from alleged patients) from The Bible and The Koran as more dangerous compared to those who knew the source. In other words those subjects who were evaluating the “dangerousness” of statements and knew they were sanctioned by religious beliefs or traditions rated the content differently when the source was known. One interpretation is that the nuances of political correctness and government interventions, such as variants of “respectful work place” policies that encourage censorship of free expression, attenuated the critical thinking that would have otherwise assessed an enhanced degree of dangerousness [11-13].
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